The Truth About Governments -- Including Ours:
Public Notice 3.0

By Anna Von Reitz
For brevity, I shall just present information as simple numbered points.
1. All governments are created by men.
2. As the creators of government, we are all responsible for them and how they
function.
3. If a government breaks down, malfunctions, ceases to do what it is designed to
do, the only possible result is: (1) it ceases to exist; (2) it morphs into something
else; (3) it gets fixed.
No doubt there are some people reading this who have never stopped to think about
"government" as a subject in and of itself, and to them, all the above will be
surprising. They have taken government for granted as a given --- good or bad --and have passively accepted it as something above and beyond themselves, outside
their control, and most of all, not their responsibility.
But I have just told you, that whatever kind of government you have, it is either
your direct creation or it is a creation of other men that you adopted, and if it is
accepted as your government, you are responsible for it.
It's your government. Literally. It belongs to you.
Now let's look at the forms of government as that have developed throughout the
world:
Monarchy/Oligarchy -- government is provided by a single man or small group of
men. If you have high-minded, honest, wise, moral, caring men in the top positions,
your country flourishes and your life is a song. If you have mean, shallow, ignorant,
greedy, uncaring men in power, you get just the opposite. And it is a weighted flip
of the coin as to the end result you experience. Those who seek power are exactly
those who should never be given it, and those that inherit it by birth have not earned
it and are just as likely to be schmucks as anyone else. Therein lies the dilemma of
both monarchies and oligarchies through the ages. If you get a good King, it is luck
of the draw ---and there is no way to guarantee the same results consistently among
his successors.

Democracy -- summed up as "majority rule". Although it sounds reasonable and
good at first blush, democracy never works for the following reasons: (1) obtaining
and proving majority approval for any action is nearly impossible once the number of
people gets beyond a few hundred; (2) once the "majority" discovers that they can
vote themselves access to the public purse, they do so--- and with this advantage,
they then indebt the minority. The minority struggles along for a while but can't
sustain and the whole Ponzi scheme collapses.
Republics --- summed up as "equal rule". This is the only form of government
mankind has ever come up with that can (1) be sustained indefinitely and (2)
protects the rights and prerogatives of individuals and (3) does not allow mis-use of
public funds.
Ironically, it is because of their success that Republics are universally attacked and
undermined by Monarchists and Democrats alike. The Monarchists inevitably feel
that they know best and would do a better job. The Democrats are slavering after
the ability to feed from the public trough and boss their neighbors around--- both of
which "a republican form of government" forbids.
So now we come to the government of the United States/United States of America.
There are three forms of United States.
There's the actual United States, which occupies the land jurisdiction of this country,
and which is a sovereign unincorporated Body Politic, which is a Republic and which
upholds the rights and sanctity of individual people, together with their property
rights, and which is administered via fifty (50) unincorporated States and 3100
unincorporated Counties. In this version of United States a man's home is his castle
and all his rights and prerogatives are guaranteed. The actual states operate under
their simple names: Colorado, Wisconsin, Florida, etc. and for business purposes,
they operate as unincorporated business entities: Colorado State, Wisconsin, State,
Florida State, etc.
Then there is the Territorial United States which is composed of (57) fifty-seven
"States of States" which exist (except for the seven Insular States --- Puerto Rico,
Guam, American Samoa, et alia. and the District of Columbia redefined for their
domestic purposes as the "State of New Columbia") only on paper. These entities
are all incorporated under the auspices of a foreign government and are all foreign
with respect to the actual United States and they are all run as Democracies, which
explains how they are $20 trillion in debt and burdened down with more than a
million and a half oppressive regulations. They have followed the course of all other
democracies in history--- fed at the public trough until they could feed no more,
oppressed their neighbors until they could oppress no more--- and are in the process
of collapse because of it.
Then there is the Municipal United States, a congressional oligarchy existing as an
enclave within the Territorial United States which is composed of approximately
10,000 municipal governments and 185,000 incorporated administrative units that
are run as oligarchies under the auspices of the District of Columbia Municipal
Corporation ---which is only supposed to run the affairs of Washington, DC., but
which has secretively extended its tentacles under cover of darkness and its status
as an enclave within the Territorial United States to control various functions and
large quantities of property actually belonging to the Republic United States.

Think of it like a set of nesting dolls: the oligarchic Municipal United States run by
Congress sits inside the democratic Territorial United States which sits inside the
actual United States Republic.
What happens when the Territorial United States collapses as a result of its sins?
Well, then, false claims are made against the property controlled by the municipal
oligarchies, and also more false claims are made against the actual republican
states, because these whiners can never be honest and take their licks and go
bankrupt like any other corporation on Earth.
If they simply went bankrupt, confessed their sins, and accepted being taken over by
their Principal Priority Creditors--- the actual states and people of this country--- all
would be well.
But the Territorial United States has neither the honor nor the leadership to do that.
Instead, they have claimed that the actual United States--- the fifty organic states
and people -- are responsible for paying for their indiscretion, and that failing that,
the Municipal United States will stand good for them.
I say that there has been more than enough of this horse hooey already and that we
are all responsible for this mess.
The government we are owed is the republican form of government guaranteed each
one of our organic states. No foreign democracy has any call on us above the actual
expenses of the nineteen services we ordered and as defined by a Prudent Man. We
have gone back into our birthright sovereign land jurisdiction capacity and have
claimed back all assets of the States of States and STATES OF STATES as the
Principal Priority Creditors.
Everyone on Earth has cause to know that we are land jurisdiction republics
operating in International Trade under the Great Seal of the United States and that
whenever and however we may operate in international commerce, we are Protected
Persons.
Everyone has cause to know that the Territorial United States has been under
contract to provide our states with nineteen enumerated services and that this
version of "United States" is a foreign democracy with respect to us. We have
agreed to pay any valid debts we might owe for services rendered according to the
actual Constitution, but that is the limit of our responsibility toward the Territorial
United States.
Everyone has cause to know that their oligarchic Territorial Municipal Government is
equally their responsibility and is equally foreign to us, and that neither the
Territorial nor the Municipal United States has any valid business or interest in even
one acre of our land jurisdiction outside of military arsenals, customs houses and
similar "federal government" installations necessary for them to fulfill their service
contract with us.
Note the word: "necessary". There are a great many functions that the Territorial
United States and the Municipal United States have undertaken without our consent

and which they have foisted off and billed us for under a process of implied contract
which is not recognized under American Common Law.
They have cause to know that their foreign system of merely implied contracts and
unilateral adhesion contracts doesn't apply on our soil and never has.
Whatever they have done, they have done for good or ill. If its not part of our actual
constitution known as The Constitution for the united States of America, we are not
responsible for paying it or enforcing it or guaranteeing it.
It is high time that the world knew the facts --- or remembered the facts, as the
case may be.
We have given Notice to Jeffrey Sessions. We are giving Notice to Judge Lambreth
of The District Court of the District of Columbia engaged in the bankruptcy
settlement --- please make sure he is given a copy of this Public Notice 3.0. No
more misrepresentation of the Principal Priority Creditors is allowed. No more false
claims against us and our resources. No more bankruptcy and probate fraud and
hypothecation of debt, thank you.
And now the united States of America --- that is, Colorado, Maine, Minnesota, et
alia.--- are prepared to operate their unincorporated business associations dba
Colorado State, Minnesota State, etc.--- and act as the unincorporated land
jurisdiction government, all republics, all fully guaranteed and guaranteeing the
freedom and material rights and interests of the individual states and people.
We are the actual government of this country. If the Territorial United States and
the Municipal United States both go bankrupt at the same time, it is of no concern to
us. We will pay any valid debts we owe them and look favorably at debts that other
countries have accrued under the false presumption that they were dealing with the
actual United States, subject to our acceptance of specific settlement offers.
As the Principal Priority Creditors of the States of States and STATE OF STATES, we
are owed and have claimed all their assets: the cured lien stands on the international
public record and has been acknowledged, accepted, and recorded on the land
jurisdiction of the United States.
We are sorry that we were misled by certain foreign interlopers operating in Breach
of Trust and commercial contract, and were admittedly asleep at the wheel for a very
long time; however, the actual states and people are home again and the rest of the
world can look forward to a time of unprecedented peace and prosperity because we
are.
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